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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Compact and Sustainable, High-End Decorum Pint
Urinal and Lavatory Launched by American Standard
Contemporary Styled Bathroom Fixtures Accommodate the Demanding
Performance and Design Standards of Upscale Commercial Settings
PISCATAWAY, N.J. (March 1, 2016) ― American
Standard has introduced a pint urinal and wall-hung sink
to its commercial Decorum fixture collection. Both the
urinal and sink offer a sleek, modern and compact design
that can be coordinated to create an inviting commercial
suite reflecting sophisticated styling and functionality.

In addition to its aesthetically-pleasing design, this new
pint urinal showcases environmentally-sustainable
qualities. Meeting the 2016 California water restriction
regulations, the Decorum pint urinal features a newly
updated hydraulic system that functions on only 0.125
The Decorum pint urinal from
American Standard showcases
modern styling while operating with
only 0.125 gallons of water per
flush (gpf). This ADA-compliant
model also complies with stringent
California water conservation
regulations.

gallons of water per flush (gpf). It uses 87 percent less
water than a standard 1.0 gpf urinal, while still meeting
optimum flushing performance standards.

- more -

Compact and Sustainable, High-End Decorum Pint Urinal and
Lavatory Launched by American Standard
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Ideal for the most demanding commercial settings, this compact pint urinal is ADAcompliant for universal accessibility. Keeping user comfort in mind, this urinal is
designed with a generously deep bowl that helps reduces splashing. It is available in
either top or back spud configurations.

The complementary Decorum wall-hung sink, with its 20-inch width and 18-inch depth,
was designed for compact spaces that demand luxurious style to accommodate client
expectations. It features a recessed self-draining deck for minimal backsplash when in
use and is both ADA and TAS-compliant.

Providing various design options for architects
and interior designers, this white lavatory is
available in multiple configurations: with 4-inch
or 8-inch centers or center hole only, without
any faucet holes, with or without a rear
overflow, plus there are various optional soap
dispenser configurations available. Specifiers
can design upscale, modern commercial
space by coordinating the Decorum wall-hung
sink with the stunning American Standard
Serin faucet collection of deck-mount or wallmount faucets.

The Decorum wall-hung sink is ADA and
TAS-compliant and is designed with a selfdraining deck for minimal backsplash. It is
available with or without a rear overflow,
providing flexibility for facility managers.

Both the Decorum pint urinal and wall-hung sink feature the Company’s exclusive
EverClean surface, the permanent antimicrobial finish that inhibits the growth of stain
and odor-causing bacteria, helping these fixtures stay cleaner, longer.

The Decorum pint urinal and wall-hung lavatory boast the full package to meet the needs
of facility managers in upscale settings: compact artistic design, water-efficiency and
minimal maintenance, making this collection ideal for luxury commercial spaces.

- more -
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The new Decorum wall-hung sink and pint urinal from American Standard are combined here with the
Afwall Millennium toilet and angular Serin faucet to create a commercial suite reflecting contemporary
inspiration. Fixtures and faucets are controlled using the Company’s exclusive Selectronic hands-free
sensor technology.

For more information on this Decorum fixture collection or other American Standard
commercial products, visit www.americanstandard.com, www.americanstandardpro.com
or call (800) 442-1902.
ABOUT AMERICAN STANDARD BRANDS
American Standard Brands make life healthier, safer and more beautiful at home, at work, in the
community and throughout the world. Offering total project solutions for residential and
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commercial customers around the world with respected brands such as American Standard ,
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DXV , Safety Tubs , Crane Plumbing , Eljer , Fiat and Decorative Panels International .
American Standard Brands is owned by LIXIL Corporation (TSE Code 5938), and is part of LIXIL
Water Technology business, which operates across 150 countries. The LIXIL Water Technology
brands include: LIXIL, INAX, GROHE, American Standard, and JAXSON. Learn more at
www.americanstandard.com, or follow us at twitter.com/AmStandard,
https://www.facebook.com/AmericanStandardPlumbing.
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Afwall , Decorum , EverClean , Selectronic and Serin are registered trademarks of American
Standard Brands.
™
Millenium is a trademark of American Standard Brands.
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